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Science Fiction, Aliens, & Other Weird Things
Older Reader
“The Search for WondLa”
By Tony DiTerlizzi
J FIC DIT
Eva Nine was raised by a robot in an underground
sanctuary. She has seen pictures of other humans, so
she knows they exist. But can she find them?

“The Night the Heads Came”
By William Sleator
J FIC SLE
Best friends Leo and Tim are abducted by aliens.
Through interrogation, they find themselves in the
middle of a feud between the Heads and the Others.

“A Wrinkle in Time”
By Madleine L’Engle
J FIC LEN
Meg and Charles Wallace are swept away looking for
their father, a scientist who discovered how to
perform the act of tesseracting while working for the
government. Their friend Calvin joins their search.

“Bigfoot and Other
Legendary Creatures”
By Paul Robert Walker
J 001.9 WAL
Stories about seven different legendary creatures are
accompanied by alleged accounts of seeing them.
Includes Bigfoot, Nessie, and Mokele-Mbembe.

“The Giver”
By Lois Lowry
J FIC LOW
Jonas lives in a bleak society where he is given the life
task of Receiver of Memory. He starts to understand
the true darkness behind his society in his learnings.

“Alien Abductions”
By Lisa Wade McCormick
J 001.942 MCC
Are aliens real? This book looks into the accounts of
people from all over the world who claim to have had
alien encounters or abductions.

“Pi in the Sky”
By Wendy Mass
J FIC MAS
As the youngest child of the Supreme Overlord of the
Universe, all Joss gets to do is deliver pies. When Earth
disappears and he is tasked with the much bigger job
of figuring out how to get it back.

“Ripley’s Believe It Or Not:
All-Consuming”
By Ripley Publishing
J 031.02 RIP
Ripley’s exposes the world of the truly weird things
that people do in order to stand out. This edition
takes the reader into food-related weirdness.

“The True Meaning of Smekday”
By Adam Rex
J FIC REX
The book that inspired the movie Home. The Boov
take over Earth and force all the humans to move to
Florida. Tip the human gets help from J.Lo the Boov to
get back to her mother.

“The Unexplained” series
By Judith Herbst
J non-fiction
Each book in The Unexplained series delves into a
weird topic. Judith Herbst explores historical and
contemporary accounts of the strange, complete
with full-color illustrations.
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